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ABSTRACT6
A zero-order (tau-omega) microwave radiative transfer model (RTM) is coupled to the God-7
dard Earth Observing System, Version-5 (GEOS-5) Catchment Land Surface Model in prepa-8
ration for the future assimilation of global brightness temperatures (Tb) from the L-band9
(1.4 GHz) Soil Moisture Ocean Salinity (SMOS) and Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP)10
missions. Simulations using literature values for the RTM parameters result in Tb biases of11
10-50 K against SMOS observations. Multi-angular SMOS observations during non-frozen12
conditions from 1 July 2011 to 1 July 2012 are used to calibrate parameters related to the13
microwave roughness h, vegetation opacity τ and/or scattering albedo ω separately for each14
observed 36 km land grid cell. A particle swarm optimization is used to minimize differ-15
ences in the long-term (climatological) mean values and standard deviations between SMOS16
observations and simulations, without attempting to reduce the shorter-term (seasonal to17
daily) errors. After calibration, global Tb simulations for the validation year (1 July 2010 - 118
July 2011) are largely unbiased for multiple incidence angles and both H- and V-polarization19
(e.g., the global average absolute difference is 2.7 K for TbH(42.5
o), i.e. at 42.5o incidence20
angle). The calibrated parameter values depend to some extent on the specific land surface21
conditions simulated by the GEOS-5 system and on the scale of the SMOS observations,22
but they also show realistic spatial distributions. Aggregating the calibrated parameters23
values by vegetation class prior to using them in the RTM maintains low global biases, but24
increases local biases (e.g., the global average absolute difference is 7.1 K for TbH(42.5
o)).25
26
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1. Introduction27
Assimilating low-frequency (1-10 GHz) passive microwave observations into land surface28
models is expected to improve estimates of land surface conditions and hence weather and29
climate predictions. Global observations of brightness temperatures (Tb) are available from30
the (late) Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer - Earth Observing System (AMSR-31
E), the Soil Moisture Ocean Salinity (SMOS, Kerr et al. (2010)) mission, and Aquarius32
(Le Vine et al. 2007). Soil moisture has a dominant effect on Tb at frequencies lower33
than ∼10 GHz and lower incidence angles, whereas vegetation becomes more dominant34
at higher frequencies and higher incidence angles (Wigneron et al. 1993; Ferrazzoli et al.35
1995). The lower frequency observations (1.4 GHz) from SMOS and the future Soil Moisture36
Active Passive (SMAP, Entekhabi et al. (2010)) mission are sensitive to greater depths into37
the surface and allow a soil moisture estimation with a reduced vegetation screening error38
compared to earlier missions (e.g. AMSR-E at 10.7 GHz). The benefit of using satellite39
soil moisture retrievals in large-scale data assimilation systems has been shown in multiple40
studies (Liu et al. 2011; Pan et al. 2012). However, only a few studies discussed the direct41
assimilation of satellite-based Tb at larger scales (Reichle et al. 2001; Balsamo et al. 2006).42
One of the reasons is the complexity of representing radiative transfer processes at the global43
scale, which will be addressed in this paper.44
Successful use of satellite Tb observations in a soil moisture and soil temperature analysis45
system requires an accurate and unbiased model of the microwave radiative transfer pro-46
cesses. Examples of radiative transfer models (RTM) include the Land Parameter Retrieval47
Model (LPRM, Owe et al. (2008)), the Land Surface Microwave Emission Model (LSMEM,48
Drusch et al. (2001)) and the L-band Microwave Emission of the Biosphere model (L-MEB,49
Wigneron et al. (2007)). The Community Microwave Emission Modelling Platform (CMEM,50
Holmes et al. (2008); Drusch et al. (2009); de Rosnay et al. (2009)) collects a variety of sub-51
models within a single software framework. For the land surface emissivity alone, there is a52
wide variety of modules for the surface roughness, canopy layer, atmosphere and dielectric53
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mixing models. The parameters in these modules have typically been estimated using Tb54
observations from local field experiments, e.g. using ground-based and airborne radiometers55
(de Rosnay et al. 2006; Grant et al. 2007; Jackson et al. 1999; Panciera et al. 2009b; de Jeu56
et al. 2009; Sabater et al. 2011; Montzka et al. 2012b; Bircher et al. 2012). Recently, Montzka57
et al. (2012a) proposed a particle filter approach to dynamically update RTM parameters58
using SMOS data, Zhang et al. (2012) calibrated their RTM for wetland conditions using59
AMSR-E Tb, and Fitzmaurice and Crow (2012) presented an on-line vegetation parameter60
estimation using synthetic Tb observations, all for small study areas. As we will show below,61
using locally determined microwave RTM parameters in a global modeling system can lead62
to strongly biased Tb estimates. Large-scale studies on the parameterization of RTMs and63
the assessment of effective parameters using satellite data have been limited (Drusch et al.64
2009; de Rosnay et al. 2009).65
In preparation for the global assimilation of Tb from SMOS and SMAP, a zero-order (tau-66
omega) microwave RTM is coupled here to the Goddard Earth Observing System, Version-567
(GEOS-5) Catchment Land Surface Model (CLSM, Koster et al. (2000)). We calibrate se-68
lect RTM parameters using multi-angular H- and V-polarized SMOS observations to obtain69
climatologically unbiased Tb from the modeling system. The calibration is designed to mit-70
igate long-term biases. Short-term random errors and (seasonal) biases can be accounted71
for within the data assimilation system (De Lannoy et al. 2007; Reichle et al. 2010). Ul-72
timately, the calibrated modeling system developed here will facilitate Tb assimilation to73
improve global estimates of surface and root-zone soil moisture, soil temperature and vegeta-74
tion state variables (Wigneron et al. 2002) and support the generation of the SMAP Level 475
Surface and Root Zone Soil Moisture (L4 SM) product (Reichle et al. 2012).76
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2. Data and Models77
a. SMOS Observations and Preprocessing78
Since its launch in November 2009, the SMOS mission provides global Tb observations79
at a nominal spatial resolution of 43 km, and with a local overpass every 3 days at the80
equator. L-MEB is used operationally by the SMOS mission to retrieve surface soil moisture81
and vegetation opacity τ from the Tb measurements (Wigneron et al. 2007). For this study,82
we use observations from the period 1 January 2010 to 1 October 2012. Specifically, we83
use the multi-angular full polarization Tb fields (MIR SCLF1C) to calibrate the RTM, and84
the retrieved soil moisture and τ fields (MIR SMUDP2) for comparison against CLSM soil85
moisture and calibrated τ values. We use reprocessed data (processing version: SCLF1C86
504, SMUDP2 501) for the years 2010 and 2011. For 2012, we use the daily updated data87
(processing versions: SCLF1C 504 and 505, SMUDP2 500 and 551) distributed by the88
European Space Agency.89
The preprocessing of the SMOS observations for use in the present study involves several90
steps. First, we collect all antenna-level SMOS SCLF1C Tb observations for a given grid cell91
and half-orbit. We then apply a quality control to their angular signature by eliminating ob-92
servations that fall outside of a one-standard-deviation range around the 5o-angular moving93
average (done separately for each half orbit and grid cell). Thereafter, we transform (geo-94
metric and Faraday rotation) the SMOS SCLF1C Tb data from the antenna reference frame95
to the top of the atmosphere using information provided with the observations (CESBIO96
et al. (2011), http://www.cesbio.ups-tlse.fr/SMOS_blog/wp-content/uploads/TOOLS/97
XY2HV.m). After the rotation, the observations are binned per 1o incidence angle. For this98
paper, only a subset of all processed angles is used: θ=[32.5o, 37.5o, 42.5o, 47.5o, 52.5o, and99
57.5o], where, for example, 32.5o represents the average of all observations with incidence100
angles between 32o and 33o. Incidence angles below 20o have shown some unresolved de-101
viation from the expected angular signature (Mart´ın-Neira et al. 2012) and were therefore102
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excluded. We further apply a strict quality control by eliminating observations that are (i)103
obviously contaminated by radio-frequency interference (RFI), i.e. Tb> 320 K or according104
to the RFI-flags in the SMOS products, (ii) near water bodies, or (iii) outside of the sensor105
footprint’s alias-free zone. Next, both the SCLF1C Tb and SMUDP2 soil moisture are ag-106
gregated from the 15 km Discrete Global Grid (DGG) on which they are posted to the 36 km107
Equal-Area Scalable Earth Grid (EASE) that will be used for SMAP Tb observations. The108
aggregation is a simple spatial averaging of all the DGG cells with centers inside an EASE109
grid cell, and performed for each incidence angle and polarization independently. During110
this aggregation step, the data are screened for excessive sub-36 km heterogeneity that may111
be indicative of RFI or the presence of open water bodies that are not modeled by CLSM.112
Specifically, we retain only aggregated soil moisture retrievals that have a maximum stan-113
dard deviation of 0.2 m3.m−3 in the 15 km retrievals within a 36 km grid cell. Similarly, Tb114
observations are retained only if the sub-36 km standard deviation is less than 7 K. Also, we115
require that at least two 15 km observations are included in the 36 km aggregate. The final116
quality check involves the elimination of data taken (i) during intensive rain events (precip-117
itation > 10 mm/h), (ii) near or below freezing conditions (temperature < 273.4 K) or (iii)118
when snow is present (snow water equivalent > 10−4 kg.m−2) based on GEOS-5 estimates119
of temperature, precipitation, and snow. Furthermore, only soil moisture observations with120
an average retrieval uncertainty (provided with the SMUDP2 product) less than 0.2 m3.m−3121
are selected. The above quality standards are based on our best judgment, through trial and122
error and inspection of the retained data.123
b. GEOS-5 Catchment Land Surface Model124
The GEOS-5 CLSM has many of the features found in other LSMs used with climate125
models, including subsurface soil moisture and heat transport, a multi-layer snow scheme,126
and complete energy and water balance equations for each of several heat and moisture reser-127
voirs. Unique to the Catchment LSM is its use of sub-grid scale topographic data to model128
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explicitly the horizontal variability of soil moisture within a given surface element, which129
leads to conceptually improved treatments of subsurface moisture dynamics, evaporation,130
and runoff (Koster et al. 2000).131
For this study CLSM is set up on the 36 km SMAP EASE grid and spun up for 18 years132
prior to the SMOS observation period using surface meteorological forcing data at 1/2o×2/3o133
spatial and hourly temporal resolution from the Modern-Era Retrospective analysis for Re-134
search and Applications (MERRA, Rienecker et al. (2011)). The MERRA-precipitation135
is corrected with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Climate136
Prediction Center ‘Unified’ (CPCU) gauge-based precipitation product (Reichle 2012). The137
CLSM model version used here is the same as that used in GEOS-5.7.2, which is also used138
for the MERRA-Land data product (Reichle et al. 2011), except for two changes that align139
the model more closely with the version that will ultimately be used for the SMAP L4 SM140
data product: (i) the surface soil moisture is diagnosed for the top 5 cm surface layer (as141
opposed to the top 2 cm layer used in GEOS-5.7.2), and (ii) the model is used here with a142
preliminary version of updated soil parameters from a forthcoming version of GEOS-5.143
The new soil texture is a composite of different data sources, including the Food and Agri-144
cultural Organization (FAO) dataset, Harmonized World Soil Database (HWSD), State Soil145
Geographic (STATSGO), Australian Soil Resources Information System (ASRIS) and Na-146
tional Soil Database Canada (NSDC). Furthermore, the texture is stratified by low, medium147
and high organic material. For each texture class, a unique set of soil hydraulic parame-148
ters is derived using the pedotransfer functions of Wo¨sten et al. (2001). The wilting point149
is determined through an inversion of the corresponding Campbell (1974) tension curve150
at -1500 kPa. Collectively, these changes alter the soil moisture climatology compared to151
that of the original GEOS-5.7.2 version for better agreement with in situ observations (see152
Appendix 1).153
The CLSM has 8 vegetation classes, and the vegetation processes are parameterized by154
spatially distributed climatological vegetation information, including Advanced Very High155
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Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR)-based monthly leaf area index (LAI) and greenness. For156
the application of the RTM only, we further subsample the 8 vegetation classes into the 16157
classes defined by the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (500 m MOD12Q1158
V004) International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP) land cover classification. At159
the 36 km EASE resolution, each grid cell is assigned a single dominant IGBP-vegetation160
type, thereby neglecting subpixel heterogeneity.161
c. L-Band Radiative Transfer Model162
A zero-order tau-omega microwave RTM is coupled here to the GEOS-5 CLSM that163
converts soil moisture, soil temperature, vegetation water content and air temperature into164
L-band Tb estimates at the top of the atmosphere (TbTOA,p [K]) at polarization p = [H, V ]165
(horizontal or vertical) as follows:166
TbTOV,p = Ts(1− rp)Ap + Tc(1− ωp)(1− Ap)(1 + rpAp) + Tbad,prpA
2
p (1)
TbTOA,p = Tbau,p + exp(−τatm,p)TbTOV,p (2)
where TbTOV,p [K] is the top of vegetation Tb, Ts [K] is the surface soil temperature, Tc [K] is167
the canopy temperature (assumed equal to Ts), Tbad,p [K] and Tbau,p [K] are the downward168
and upward atmospheric radiation, Ap [-] is the vegetation attenuation, exp(−τatm,p) [-] is the169
atmospheric attenuation, τatm,p [-] is the atmospheric optical depth, rp [-] is the rough surface170
reflectivity, and ωp [-] is the scattering albedo. The atmospheric contibutions (Tbad,p, Tbau,p171
and exp(−τatm,p)) are described by Pellarin et al. (2003). The rough surface reflectivity rp172
[-] is derived from the smooth surface reflectivity Rp [-] following (Choudhury et al. 1979;173
Wang and Choudhury 1981):174
rp = (Q Rq + (1−Q)Rp) exp(−h) cos
Nrp(θ) (3)
where Q [-] is the polarization mixing ratio, θ [rad] is the incidence angle, h [-] is the roughness175
parameter accounting for dielectric properties that vary at the sub-wavelength scale, Nrp176
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[-] is the angular dependence, and q = V for p = H and vice versa. Polarization coupling177
effects are small at L-band frequencies (Kerr and Njoku 1990) and we therefore set Q ≡ 0.178
The smooth surface reflectivity Rp [-] is given by the Fresnel equations as a function of the179
dielectric constant, which itself depends on soil moisture, temperature, texture, incidence180
angle and wavelength. We select the Wang and Schmugge (1980) soil dielectric mixing181
model for this study. The results with this model are similar to what is obtained with the182
Mironov et al. (2004) model, and both are in a better agreement with the SMOS-data than183
the Dobson et al. (1985) model (consistent with de Rosnay et al. (2009)).184
Eq. 1 reflects that Tb is less sensitive to soil moisture in areas with substantial vegetation,185
because the water within the vegetation attenuates the emission from the soil and adds its186
own emission contribution. The presence of litter (dead plant material) typically increases187
emissions, especially when wet (Grant et al. 2007). In addition, rain water intercepted by188
the vegetation absorbs microwave radiation and thereby also masks emission from the soil189
(Saleh et al. 2006). However, litter and interception effects are neglected here. The vegetation190
attenuation Ap [-] is based on the Jackson and Schmugge (1991) vegetation opacity model:191
Ap = exp(−
τp
cos θ
),with (4)
τp = bp VWC = bp LEWT LAI (5)
where τp [-] is the nadir vegetation opacity, which is a function of a vegetation structure192
parameter bp [-] and the vegetation water content (VWC) [kg.m
−2]. The latter is modeled193
here as the product of LAI [m2.m−2] and the leaf equivalent water thickness (LEWT )194
[kg.m−2].195
In summary, the key parameters for the rough surface reflectivity (Eq. 3), the scattering196
albedo, and vegetation optical depth (Eq. 5) will be calibrated using multi-angular SMOS197
observations as outlined in section 3. We use the default empirical expressions for the remain-198
ing sub-models of the dielectric constant (Wang and Schmugge 1980) and the atmospheric199
optical depth (Pellarin et al. 2003).200
A variety of parameterizations and parameter values exists for microwave soil roughness201
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and vegetation effects. A direct comparison of literature values for RTM parameters is202
not straightforward, because they are estimated with slightly different models, for various203
purposes (mostly soil moisture retrieval, rather than forward Tb modeling), and primarily204
based on local experiments. For this paper, we assembled three different sets of parameter205
values from the literature:206
(i) ‘Lit1’ values are based on look-up tables suggested for the future SMAP L2/3 SM P207
product (radiometer soil moisture retrieval, (O’Neill et al. 2012)), which are largely208
inherited from an earlier Hydros Observing System Simulation Experiment by Crow209
et al. (2005), except for the LEWT (see below);210
(ii) ‘Lit2’ values are collected from studies that use L-MEB, LSMEM and CMEM (Drusch211
et al. 2009; de Rosnay et al. 2009; Grant et al. 2008; Wigneron et al. 2007; Saleh et al.212
2007); and213
(iii) ‘Lit3’ is similar to Lit2, but with Nrp=0 and with the soil roughness h as used in214
SMOS Tb monitoring with CMEM (Sabater et al. 2011) at the European Center for215
Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF).216
These three sets of literature values are used in two ways. First, we simulate Tb using the217
literature values for the microwave RTM parameters and compare the results against SMOS218
observations. Second, the literature values are used as prior constraints in the parameter219
calibration (Section 3). Table 1 shows the most relevant RTM parameter values for L-220
band wavelengths for the three sets of literature values broken down by the applicable IGBP221
vegetation classes. Details of the parameterizations of microwave soil roughness h, vegetation222
opacity τ , and scattering albedo ω are discussed in Appendix 2. As can be seen in Table 1,223
microwave soil roughness parameter values for h andNrp differ greatly across the three sets of224
literature values. For the parameter calibration, we assume that h depends on soil moisture225
and varies between hmin and hmax (see Appendix 2 for details). The higher h and higher Nrp226
in Lit2 and Lit3 result in higher Tb with lower variability than Lit1. Table 1 further shows the227
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vegetation parameters LEWT and bp that directly affect the vegetation opacity (Eq. 5). The228
LEWT and bp are substantially smaller for Lit1 than for Lit2 and Lit3. The lower opacity for229
Lit1 limits the contribution of vegetation to Tb values (mostly resulting in a lower Tb), but230
assures a high sensitivity to soil contributions. For the calibration, bp is assumed to depend231
on polarization. Finally, the Lit1 and Lit2/Lit3 values for the scattering albedo (ω) differ232
somewhat (Table 1). Less scattering leads to higher Tb. For the calibration, ω is assumed233
to be independent of polarization. Note that after calibration we obtain an ‘effective’ h234
that no longer just represents sub-wavelength-scale dielectric roughness. Likewise, we obtain235
‘effective’ values for τ and ω that no longer reflect the assumption of single scattering (Kurum236
et al. 2012).237
3. Calibration238
In section 4, it will be shown that the literature-based lookup table values for the mi-239
crowave RTM result in considerable biases of the simulated GEOS-5 Tb compared to SMOS240
observations. Through parameter calibration we therefore minimize the climatological dif-241
ferences between the simulated and SMOS observed Tb, without attempting to reduce the242
shorter-term errors that can be dealt with through Tb data assimilation. The RTM param-243
eters are optimized locally, i.e. for each grid cell independently, and for the land surface244
conditions simulated by the GEOS-5 modeling system.245
a. Objective Function246
The Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO, Kennedy and Eberhart (1995)) search algorithm247
is used to maximize the Gaussian likelihood of a microwave RTM parameter set, given a set of248
multi-angular SMOS Tb observations. A prior random set of parameter vectors (or particles;249
α) iteratively explores the search space. At each iteration, the velocity (speed and direction)250
of each particle is adjusted based on the most favorable conditions that have been experienced251
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by the individual particle (cognitive aspect) and the swarm as a whole (social aspect). The252
iterative swarm search is performed in several independent repetitions to mitigate sampling253
limitations. Details and examples of hydrological studies using this algorithm can be found,254
for example, in Scheerlinck et al. (2009) and Pauwels and De Lannoy (2012). The PSO255
parameters are further discussed in section b.256
To maximize the posterior likelihood, we minimize the objective function J [-] which257
contains penalty terms for long-term bias in the Tb mean (J<.>,o [-]) and variability (Js[.],o258
[-]) and a parameter penalty term (Jα [-]):259
260
J =Wm
∑
θ
H,V∑
p
A,D∑
d
Nθ,p,d
N
(< Tbo > − < Tb(α) >)
2
θ,p,d
σ2m
}
J<.>,o
+Ws
∑
θ
H,V∑
p
A,D∑
d
Nθ,p,d
N
(s[Tbo]− s[Tb(α)])
2
θ,p,d
σ2s
}
Js[.],o
+Wα
1
Nα
Nα∑
i=1
(α0,i − αi)
2
σ2α0,i
}
Jα (6)
We minimize the difference between the observed Tbo and the modeled Tb(α) in the time261
series mean (<>) and variability (s[.], temporal standard deviation) with a target accuracy262
of σm = 1 K and σs = 1 K, respectively. Note that we do not minimize the difference263
between the simulations and observations at each individual time step in a root-mean-square264
sense. Instead, we minimize the difference between temporal means for each individual265
combination of polarization (p=[H,V]), ascending (6:00 am) or descending (6:00 pm) orbit266
direction (d=[A,D]), and incidence angle (θ=[32.5o, 37.5o, 42.5o, 47.5o, 52.5o, and 57.5o]).267
Nθ,p,d is the number of data points in time for a particular combination of angle, polarization,268
and orbit direction. N is the total number of data points in time over all considered angles,269
polarizations, and orbit directions.270
We also limit the deviation of each calibrated parameter (αi) from a vegetation-dependent271
prior constraint α0,i with a standard deviation of σα0,i . The latter is given by σ
2
α0,i
= (αmax,i−272
αmin,i)
2/12, which is the variance of a uniform distribution with boundaries [αmax,i, αmin,i].273
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Nα is the number of simultaneously calibrated parameters and varies between 2 and 5 (see274
below, Section 3 b). The parameter penalty can be seen as a regularization term to effectively275
select one ‘best’ parameter set among the multiple parameter sets that could be consistent276
with the observations (equifinality). Wm = 1,Ws = 1, and Wα = 3 are weight-factors for the277
different penalty terms and are meant to balance the constraining effect of each term. As278
will be shown below (Section 4), J<.>,o is the largest component, i.e. the biases in the mean279
values are much larger than the biases in the standard deviations. By giving J<.>,o and Js[.],o280
equal weights, we effectively emphasize the need for unbiased Tb simulations in the mean,281
and Js[.],o is of secondary importance. The parameter penalty term is generally the smallest282
and less constraining than the other terms despite its greater weight-factor.283
b. Calibration Details284
A number of assumptions in the calibration setup affect the optimized parameter esti-285
mates, including the specific set of parameters selected for calibration, the prior parameter286
constraints (α0), the allowable range of parameter values [αmin, αmax], their prior standard287
deviation (σα0), the weights (W ) of each of the three penalty terms, the length of the time288
series, the selected incidence angles (number of constraining observations), and the PSO289
parameters. The parameters that are never calibrated in this exercise are Q = 0, Nrp and290
LEWT . The latter two parameters are indirectly compensated for through calibration of291
h and bp, respectively. The candidate RTM parameters for calibration are hmin, ∆h, bH ,292
∆b, and ω, where ∆h ≡ hmax − hmin and ∆b ≡ bV − bH . Table 2 lists the four different293
subsets of these parameters (labeled A, B, C, and D) that are calibrated in different experi-294
ments. Because the climatological mean Tb is highly sensitive to the microwave roughness,295
the parameters hmin and ∆h are included in all calibration scenarios. The four scenarios296
thus combine the calibration of hmin and ∆h with the calibration of neither, either, or both297
the scattering albedo ω and vegetation structure parameters (bH , ∆b). In all scenarios, the298
selected parameters are calibrated simultaneously. Table 2 also shows the allowable range299
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[αmin, αmax] of each calibrated parameter, based on values reported in the references cited300
above. This range is fixed for all scenarios and vegetation classes.301
The RTM parameters are constrained by prior values (α0) that depend on the vegetation302
class using the three sets of literature values listed in Table 1. Altogether, we repeat the303
calibration exercise 12 times, once for each of the four subsets of calibrated parameters (A, B,304
C, and D) with each of the three sets of prior constraints (Lit1, Lit2, and Lit3). For example,305
experiments CalA1, CalB1, CalC1 and CalD1 refer to the four calibration scenarios A, B, C,306
and D constrained by prior values based on Lit1 parameters. Experiments CalA1, CalA2,307
and CalA3 use the same set of calibrated parameters (that is, hmin and ∆h for case A) but308
with prior constraints from Lit1, Lit2, and Lit3, respectively.309
Parameters that are not calibrated in a particular scenario are set to their default liter-310
ature values (Table 1). When calibrated, ∆h is subject to the constraint ∆h >= 0 and ∆b311
is confined to a relatively narrow range (Table 2). While bH < bV in Crow et al. (2005) and312
O’Neill et al. (2012), there are also reports of τH > τV (Wigneron et al. 2007). Therefore,313
we allow ∆b to assume either sign, while imposing the constraint that bV ≥ 0. For ωp, we314
calibrate a single polarization-independent value, because the literature shows little evidence315
of differences in H- and V-polarized ω.316
The soil-texture dependent parameters (e.g. porosity and wilting point) also strongly317
affect the Tb estimates through their impact on the dielectric constant (Wang and Schmugge318
1980) and the roughness model (Eq. A1). However, we choose not to calibrate such CLSM319
parameters to assure consistency with the soil moisture and temperature values in the quasi-320
operational GEOS-5 system that is used for reanalysis data products, numerical weather321
prediction and seasonal climate forecasting.322
The initial values of the calibrated parameters (initial particle swarm) are uniformly323
distributed over each parameter’s allowable range (Table 2). A particle swarm size of 25 is324
chosen and 3 repetitions are used. The initial and final PSO inertia weights are w0 = 0.9325
and wt = 0.7, the cognitive and social parameters are c1 = 0.7 and c2 = 1.3, and the326
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velocity-factor is δ = 0.6. These PSO parameter choices are not themselves optimized but327
(i) are selected within a range that should assure convergence (Trelea 2003), and (ii) impose328
a stronger social than cognitive impact on the particle velocity update (c2 > c1). We further329
enforce a minimum of 4 and a maximum of 30 iterations in each of the three repetitions and330
use a stop criterion when the objective function reaches a steady minimum, i.e. when at331
least 3 iterations yield near-identical J-values (i.e. |Ji−3 − Ji| < 0.001 for iteration i).332
We split two years of SMOS data into a calibration period (1 July 2011 - 1 July 2012)333
and a validation period (1 July 2010 - 1 July 2011). The actual number of available SMOS334
observations strongly depends on the location. For example, the number of observations335
used during the calibration and validation periods is limited by RFI in Europe and Asia and336
by frozen conditions in northern latitudes or at high elevations. For both the calibration and337
validation statistics, we require a minimum of 20 data points per year for each combination338
of angle, polarization, and orbit direction, i.e. Nθ,p,d ≥ 20 at a single location to assure339
some minimal sampling of the climatological temporal variability. The calibration involves340
24 combinations of angles, polarizations and orbits, so that the minimum total number of341
data points at each calibrated location is N ≥ 480.342
4. Results343
a. Brightness Temperature Evaluation344
1) Before Calibration345
Figure 1 shows SMOS and simulated Tb for the 6 incidence angles, averaged from 1 July346
2010 to 1 July 2011 (validation period) and across the globe. With increasing incidence347
angle, H-polarized Tb decreases and V-polarized Tb increases. The Lit1 setup, however, is348
too cold by up to 50 K for H-polarization and by up to 30 K for V-polarization. The Lit1 Tb349
estimates also exhibit too much angular sensitivity. In contrast, the Lit3 setup is too warm350
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by up to 30 K for H-polarization and by up to 15 K for V-polarization. Lit3 estimates also351
have insufficient angular sensitivity. The Lit2 setup is closest to the SMOS observations in352
terms of the global, annual mean.353
Figure 2(a-b) shows maps of the time series mean and standard deviation of SMOS TbH354
at 42.5o incidence angle for the year 1 July 2010-1 July 2011. Substantial areas across Asia355
and Europe are screened out because of severe RFI contamination. The global average356
TbH(42.5
o) (excluding RFI-contaminated and predominantly frozen areas) for the valida-357
tion year is 254.1 K, with a global average of 11.2 K for the TbH(42.5
o) time series standard358
deviation. The corresponding values for the calibration year (not shown) are 254.1 K and359
10.9 K for the mean and standard deviation, indicating consistent simulations and observa-360
tions across the calibration and validation years. Figure 2(c-h) also shows the differences361
between Lit1, Lit2, and Lit3 Tb simulations and SMOS observations during the validation362
period. The global averages of the temporal mean differences (biases) in TbH(42.5
o) for363
the validation year are -41.9 K, -1.6 K, and 24.6 K for the Lit1, Lit2 and Lit3 simulations,364
respectively. For Lit2 the global average bias is lowest, but local biases are still very high;365
the spatial standard deviation of the bias map is 16.2 K and the average absolute bias is366
12.7 K. In densely vegetated areas (e.g., Amazon forest, eastern US, boreal areas), the Lit2367
Tb is typically too warm, whereas the Sahara desert and the western US are too cold. For368
Lit1 and Lit3, all locations on the globe are too cold or too warm, respectively. In Lit1, the369
low vegetation opacity (low LEWT and bp), together with the high rough surface reflectivity370
(due to low h-values) causes colder Tb predictions. Similarly, in Lit3, the higher vegetation371
opacity and lower reflectivity result in warmer Tb.372
The difference between the time series standard deviation of the simulated TbH(42.5
o)373
and that of SMOS is 2.0 K, -1.5 K, and -5.0 K for Lit1, Lit2 and Lit3, respectively. Lit3374
underestimates the temporal variability because of the large h values, whereas Lit1 and375
Lit2 have smaller global average biases in temporal variability (with opposite signs) but376
considerable spatial variations. The average absolute differences are between 4.1 K and377
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5.2 K for Lit1, Lit2, and Lit3. All three experiments underestimate the SMOS variability in378
the central US, southern Australia and south-eastern South America and overestimate it in379
the Sahara.380
2) After Calibration381
Figure 1 and Figure 2 also show the Tb results during the validation period after cali-382
bration for scenario CalD2, i.e. simultaneously calibrating hmin, ∆h, bH , ∆b, and ω, with383
prior constraint Lit2. Figure 1 shows that after calibration the angular signature of the384
simulated Tb matches that of SMOS very well. Figure 2i illustrates that through calibration385
the long-term mean bias in TbH(42.5
o) is considerably reduced and now below 5 K in most386
areas with a global average absolute bias of 2.7 K. Furthermore, Figure 2j demonstrates that387
the average absolute bias in the time series variability is also smaller on average (2.9 K).388
That is, the global mean bias can be reduced and at the same time the temporal variability389
indicated by the observations can be maintained.390
While the climatological bias is typically reduced to less than 5 K across all angles, resid-391
ual seasonal Tb biases remain because the calibration cost function is (intentionally) not392
designed to mitigate errors at time scales of less than one year. To illustrate the remaining393
biases, Figure 3 shows Hovmo¨ller plots of calibrated (CalD2) simulations minus SMOS ob-394
servations, averaged over the 6 angles and for the period of 1 January 2010 - 1 October 2012.395
The figures show the evolution of the seasonal biases as a function of latitude (averaged396
over longitude), split up by polarization and orbit direction. Note that the full-polarization397
SMOS Tb product used here was only intermittently available prior to April 2010. For both398
polarizations and orbit directions, the residual seasonal biases mostly range between -10 K399
and 10 K and the seasonal and latitudinal variations of the biases are very similar across the400
different years.401
In the Northern Hemisphere, the simulation-minus-SMOS average for a given latitude is402
dominated by estimates from North America, because large portions of Europe and Russia403
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are masked out due to RFI contamination (see Figure 2). The no-data periods correspond404
to frozen conditions, which are excluded from the analysis (Section 2).405
A distinct residual cold bias in 2010 and 2011 is obvious in the ascending V-polarized Tb406
(Figure 3b) at approximately 50o N, where SMOS TbV is persistently warmer than the mod-407
eled near-surface soil temperature Ts (in nature, Tb cannot exceed Ts; comparison against408
Ts not shown). Under such conditions, it is impossible to calibrate the RTM meaningfully.409
This bias does not show up in the descending V-polarization and points to the presence of410
unfiltered RFI in the SMOS observations, probably caused by a radar system used for mili-411
tary defense purposes. Because of the tilt in the SMOS antenna, the defense radar signal is412
only picked up in the ascending orbit. For the H-polarization, the bias could be suppressed413
by the calibration, because TbH is generally lower than TbV and not similarly constrained414
by Ts. This hypothesis is supported by the absence of the cold bias in ascending TbV in415
2012, when the contaminating signal was switched off (Y. Kerr, pers. comm.).416
A comparison of Figures 3a and 3c (and of Figures 3b and 3d) reveals that there is also a417
residual global average cold bias in the ascending orbits and a warm bias in the descending418
orbits: the bias is not minimized for each orbit direction separately, but simultaneously419
for ascending and descending orbits (along with both polarizations and all angles). The420
opposing signs in the biases of the ascending and descending orbits could suggest a diurnal421
bias in the simulated Ts (Holmes et al. 2012) or a measurement error related to the different422
position of the spacecraft with respect to the sun in ascending and descending mode.423
We emphasize again that the short-term errors are not minimized in the calibration. The424
global root-mean-square-difference (RMSD) between the SMOS and the calibrated brightness425
temperatures remains ∼ 9.5 K for H-polarization and ∼ 7.3 K for V-polarization (at 42.5o426
incidence angle and for ascending and descending orbits). These shorter-term biases are427
caused by model errors such as missed precipitation events, inaccurate vegetation description,428
etc., or by short-term observation errors and will be addressed through data assimilation.429
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b. Sensitivity of Tb to Soil Moisture430
The parameter calibration is designed to provide unbiased climatological Tb. Since the431
calibration of the microwave RTM parameters may unduly increase h to compensate for432
wet or cold biases in CLSM, it is necessary to check the sensitivity of the modeled Tb to433
soil moisture after calibration. As a rule of thumb, a 2-3 K increase in Tb is associated434
with a 0.01 m3.m−3 decrease in soil moisture for incidence angles around 40o and for low435
vegetation regions (Jackson 1993; Schmugge and Jackson 1994; Chanzy et al. 1997; Jackson436
et al. 1999). Figure 4 shows the time-space average change in modeled TbH(42.5
o) for a437
0.01 m3.m−3 increase in soil moisture for different parameter sets. The values are an annual438
mean over the full validation year (thus experiencing a range of soil moisture conditions)439
and averaged over moderate to low vegetation only (IGBP-classes: CSH, OSH, WSV, SAV,440
GRS, CRP, and CRN; see Table 1 for definitions). The sensitivity to soil moisture over441
forested areas is an order of magnitude smaller. Without calibration, the sensitivity for Lit1442
is realistic at ∼ -2.5 K/0.01 m3.m−3, but at the expense of a high bias in Tb (Figure 1 and443
2). The average sensitivity for the Lit3 setup is unrealistically low at ∼ -0.3 K/0.01 m3.m−3,444
mainly because of the high uniform h = 1.66. Lit2 is again in between Lit1 and Lit3.445
During the calibration, the constraint on the temporal Tb variability indirectly imposes a446
realistic sensitivity of Tb to soil moisture. As a result, all calibrated scenarios show a similar447
average sensitivity comparable to that of Lit2, ranging from -1.3 to -1.6 K/0.01 m3.m−3448
for H-polarization (Figure 4) and from -0.7 to -1.1 K/0.01 m3.m−3 for V-polarization (not449
shown) at 42.5o incidence angle. Clearly, h has a profound impact on the Tb sensitivity as450
shown in the large increase in sensitivity when going from Lit3 to CalA3 (Figure 4), which451
both have the same parameters, except for h. The relatively higher sensitivity of Tb to soil452
moisture for calibration scenarios with Lit1 prior constraints is attributed to the relatively453
lower (prior or calibrated) vegetation opacity τ .454
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c. Calibrated RTM Parameter Values455
The results in the previous subsection show the modeled and observed Tb. Here, we fur-456
ther analyze the RTM parameter values for the different calibration scenarios. Ultimately,457
we want to choose a single calibration scenario, with some assurance that the optimal pa-458
rameters are not too dependent on the calibration setup. For example, we hope to find459
similar spatial parameter patterns, regardless of the choice of prior constraint values and the460
selection of calibrated parameters.461
1) Locally Calibrated Parameters462
Given the interaction between the selection of the calibrated and uncalibrated parameters,463
the different prior value constraints, and the random search during the calibration, it can464
be expected that each calibration scenario will lead to slightly different sets of calibrated465
RTM parameters. Figure 5 shows the globally averaged microwave roughness, vegetation466
opacity, and scattering albedo for each of the three sets of literature values and each of467
the 12 calibration scenarios. The h- and τ -values are presented as time-mean parameters468
(< . >) over the calibration year, because h is diagnosed based on the dynamic soil moisture469
(Eq. A1) and τ is based on the time-variant LAI (Eq. 5). For τ , we present the average of470
τH and τV because we found them to be similar in magnitude for most vegetation classes.471
This is not unreasonable for the relatively coarse (43 km) scale of SMOS observations, where472
vegetation structure effects are averaged for a variety of vegetation types.473
To facilitate the interpretation of the results in Figure 5, bear in mind that a higher h,474
a higher τ or a lower ω tend to result in higher Tb values. The calibrated < h > values475
always exceed those of Lit1, because Lit1 mainly reflects the geometric roughness, whereas476
the calibration is performed for coarse-scale (36 km) heterogeneous pixels. The effective477
roughness after calibration is therefore linked to the SMOS scale and not solely determined478
by the real dielectric properties that vary at the sub-wavelength scale. The values of < h >479
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are higher when τ is lower or ω is higher, which reflects the expected trade-off between480
vegetation and soil characteristics in the simulation of Tb. The difference in < h > between481
CalA2 and CalA3 is driven by the difference in Nrp. In scenario B, < h > is slightly higher482
because ω is calibrated to higher values. More complexity is added in scenarios C and D483
where bp is calibrated (Eq. 5). Values of τp appear to be underestimated in Lit1 and are484
increased through calibration, whereas the calibrated τp values are generally reduced through485
calibration when Lit2 or Lit3 values are used as prior constraints.486
The deviation of the calibrated (effective) parameters from those obtained through cal-487
ibration of small scale experimental data (i.e. prior values) may reflect the heterogeneity488
of the land surface conditions within the low resolution simulation pixels. In addition, un-489
certainty in the calibrated parameters may originate from inaccuracies in the simulated soil490
moisture, temperature and other geophysical fields.491
The above assessment of global average values roughly explains the interaction between492
the parameters, but the optimal parameters exhibit considerable spatial variability as shown493
by the large spatial standard deviation markers in Figure 5. Figure 6 shows the global494
spatial correlation between < h > (or < τ >; or ω) for values from different literature and495
scenarios (ignoring scenarios with uncalibrated parameters). The literature values for < h >496
show little mutual spatial correlation (Figure 6a). However, after calibration, the spatial497
patterns of < h > correlate reasonably well between all calibration scenarios, except for498
CalA2 and CalA3. In scenario A, all discrepancies between simulated and observed Tb have499
to be absorbed by < h >, but the uncalibrated (vegetation) parameters from Lit2 and Lit3500
do not allow an optimal < h > estimate. When calibrating more parameters in scenarios501
B, C, and D, the < h > patterns become more consistent across calibration scenarios, with502
spatial correlations generally greater than 0.5.503
The spatial patterns of < τ > are quite strongly correlated without calibration because504
of the LAI signature. The patterns become somewhat less coherent after calibration (C,505
D), but still agree well. The correlations in bp (not shown) show positive values between506
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and within calibration scenarios C and D, but zero or negative correlation with the lookup507
table values. Lastly, ω also shows a positive correlation (> 0.5) between most calibrated508
scenarios whereas the resulting pattern is not correlated with any of the prior constraints.509
In summary, the calibrated parameter values show spatial patterns that are not overly tied510
to the prior parameter patterns (based on vegetation classes), and the different calibration511
scenarios tend towards similar spatial patterns.512
2) Preferred Calibration Scenario (CalD2)513
The above analysis suggests that calibration scenario D avoids the situation in which514
one parameter compensates unrealistically for an uncalibrated and suboptimal parameter.515
Because the Lit2 prior constraint is in many ways a compromise between Lit1 and Lit3,516
and because of the slightly lower bias after calibration (see Section 4d), we select CalD2517
as the preferred scenario. The downside of CalD2 compared to the other CalD scenarios is518
the relatively lower sensitivity of Tb to soil moisture (Figure 4) and higher bias in standard519
deviation (see below, Figure 9). This is caused by uncalibrated positive Nrp values, which520
effectively decrease the rough surface reflectivity, increase Tb and decrease its variability.521
Figure 7 shows literature and calibrated (CalD2) values for < h >, < τ >, and ω,522
binned by vegetation class. The calibrated < h > values are generally higher for forested523
areas (IGBP classes ENF, EBF, DNF, ENF, MXF), and similar to the values suggested in524
Lit2. The higher values may be related to the typically uneven terrain underlying these525
less cultivated areas. The higher < h > may also compensate for a wet bias in CLSM soil526
moisture which may be because there are errors in CLSM soil parameters or because the527
SMOS-observed signal is affected by a drier litter layer that is not simulated by CLSM. For528
shorter vegetation, the calibrated < h > values are somewhat higher than for Lit2, which529
agrees with Panciera et al. (2009a) and Sabater et al. (2011) who suggested that the default530
h-values in L-MEB (cfr. Lit2) are low for areas with limited vegetation. The calibrated531
τ -values distinguish between higher and lower vegetation, more so than for Lit1, but less532
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strongly than for Lit2 and Lit3 (Figure 7). The effective albedo ω assumes values in the533
range provided in Lit1 for forests, but for low vegetation classes, an increased ω is found,534
which effectively reduces the contribution of vegetation to Tb.535
For reference, Table 3 lists the corresponding averages and spatial standard deviations of536
the calibrated (CalD2) values for the parameters hmin, hmax, bH and bV that are underlying537
the diagnosed < h > and < τ > values (Figure 7), as well as the calibrated ω. It is important538
to note that the calibrated bp-parameter depends on the source of LAI data and the preset539
LEWT values. The bp-parameter will also compensate for water in branches, which is not540
necessarily a linear function of LAI. Furthermore, interception is not taken into account. In541
a separate experiment (not shown) we found that the calibrated bp values are slightly lower542
when interception water is added to the VWC. The difference between hmin and hmax is543
substantial, which corroborates the dependency of h on soil moisture (Eq. A1). However,544
the dependency may also result from a mismatch between the actual soil depth contributing545
to the emission measured by SMOS and the assumed constant soil depth contributing to the546
simulated Tb (Escorihuela et al. 2010).547
Finally, Figure 8 illustrates τ retrievals from SMOS and estimates from CalD2 for two wa-548
tersheds in the US with different vegetation characteristics. The calibrated τ -values roughly549
match the magnitude of the retrieved values. However, the retrievals are typically very noisy,550
whereas the calibrated τ shows a more realistic, smoother seasonal pattern. It should be551
recognized that the simulated < τ > is based on a climatological LAI, that is, the calibrated552
τ values lack interannual variability by design. At continental scales, the calibrated RTM pa-553
rameters show realistic spatial patterns that reflect the general vegetation classification, but554
the patterns differ from the uniform values for each vegetation class that would be obtained555
from typical lookup table values (not shown).556
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3) Aggregate Parameters557
Although in the previous subsection we presented the calibrated parameters by vegetation558
class, we again emphasize that the local calibration minimizes the bias at each grid cell559
individually and that average parameter values for a vegetation class are not necessarily560
optimal for all locations within that class. When we apply the forward RTM with such561
aggregated parameter values based on CalD2, the global average biases are smaller than562
for the uncalibrated Lit1, Lit2, and Lit3. However, the local biases increase substantially563
compared to what is obtained with local CalD2 parameters. For example, the global average564
absolute bias for the validation period is 7.1 K when aggregated CalD2 parameters are565
used, compared to 2.7 K for local CalD2 parameters (TbH(42.5
o), Figure 2i). In a separate566
calibration exercise, we optimized the RTM parameters per vegetation class, i.e. with an567
additional sum in J<.>,o and Js[.],o (Eq. 6) to include all grid cells within one vegetation class.568
In all other respects, this separate calibration was identical to CalD2. With the resulting569
parameters, the global average absolute bias in ascending TbH(42.5
o) is 6.9 K, and the bias570
pattern is very similar to what is obtained when we use parameters that are aggregated by571
vegetation class (after local calibration).572
Taken together, these results indicate that locations within the same vegetation class,573
but with different soil classes or in different climate zones may require different RTM param-574
eters. Furthermore, climatological land cover maps do not necessarily represent the actual575
local vegetation conditions, and the effective parameters may compensate for unresolved576
spatial heterogeneity in vegetation. Nevertheless, parameters that have been aggregated577
by vegetation class (after local calibration) could serve as good initial estimates in regions578
where reliable SMOS observations are not available for local calibration (because of RFI579
contamination), while SMAP observations may become available for data assimilation.580
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d. Calibration Performance581
In this subsection we analyze the components of the objective function and the conver-582
gence of the optimization. Figure 9 shows the global average total objective function J along583
with its individual components, before and after calibration. J<.>,o and Js[.],o are the first and584
second terms in Eq. 6 and represent the mean square difference between the climatological585
mean values and standard deviations, respectively. For all scenarios, the largest component586
of J is J<.>,o, followed by Js[.],o. The smallest contribution is made by the parameter con-587
straint Jα. The spatial variability of the J-components is large (not shown), especially for588
the Lit- and A-scenarios. Through calibration of hmin and ∆h alone (CalA), a considerable589
variability in the biases across the globe persists. When more parameters are calibrated590
(CalB, CalC, and CalD), the Jo-components and their spatial variability are reduced fur-591
ther, most so for J<.>,o. Js[.],o is less reduced, because the temporal variability in the Tb592
simulations is mostly determined by the land surface conditions, while the RTM parameters593
have only a second order effect on the temporal standard deviation in simulated Tb. Fur-594
thermore, adjusting the parameters to limit the bias in the mean is not always optimal for595
controlling the bias in the standard deviation. The reduction in Js[.],o is thus compromised596
by the reduction in J<.>,o (e.g., an increase in h causes warmer Tb with a reduced temporal597
variability). As expected, the parameter penalty Jα is always smallest with Lit2 as prior598
constraints.599
Next, we analyse the convergence of the optimization algorithm to assess the effectiveness600
of the PSO algorithm in finding the optimal parameter values. Convergence could reflect601
the closeness of the swarm’s best position to the optimum (accuracy) or the contraction602
of the initial swarm (some measure of precision). There is no reason why precision and603
accuracy would occur together, i.e. a swarm could contract around a local optimum, or604
a swarm may be spread all over the search space with only a single particle reaching an605
optimum value (Pedersen and Chipperfield 2010). Here we roughly approximate the con-606
vergence by calculating the ‘ensemble’ spread (standard deviation) (i) across the 25 swarm607
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particles when reaching the optimum, or (ii) across the 3 optimal particles, obtained from 3608
repetitions. These measures for ‘ensemble’ spread could be interpreted as ad hoc estimates609
of the parameter uncertainty, which depend on the choice of PSO-parameters (Section 3).610
An independent parameter uncertainty assessment using Bayesian techniques (e.g. Vrugt611
et al. (2009)) is beyond the scope of this paper and will be addressed in future research.612
Figure 10 shows the global average of the prior and posterior ‘ensemble’ parameter spread613
for three parameters calibrated in CalD2. The dashed horizontal line is the prior parameter614
spread, which is based on Table 2, and equal for all grid cells. The black bars show the final615
spread per vegetation class after the particle swarm has contracted during the iterations616
(within one PSO repetition). The swarm contracts to half its prior spread for hmin in low617
vegetation areas, and for ω in high vegetation areas. Interestingly, this exactly reflects the618
importance of each parameter in more and less vegetated areas, i.e. the soil roughness is619
arguably more important in areas with less vegetation and scattering mainly applies to the620
vegetation portion in Eq. 1. The spread for bH also reduces, by up to half of the prior621
swarm spread. The ∆h and ∆b parameters keep a large swarm spread, which highlights622
their relatively limited importance, i.e. slightly different values for ∆h or ∆b could yield623
equally good results in terms of Tb biases (not shown).624
The same conclusions hold for the convergence measured by the spread in the 3 repe-625
titions (white bars in Figure 10). Note that by analyzing the global average we mitigate626
the limitation of having only three repetitions. The spread across the optimal parameters627
is always smaller than the spread across the swarm, because of the limited amount of rep-628
etitions and the tendency to pull the optimal parameter for each repetition into the same629
sub-search-space. The limited sample size also causes a larger spatial uncertainty (gray630
lines) on the uncertainty estimates. We also find that for calibration scenarios with fewer631
parameters (CalA, CalB, CalC; not shown), the spread reduces more strongly than for the632
D-scenarios where 5 parameters are calibrated simultaneously: with more parameters there633
are more options to get equally good Tb results (equifinality). In general, the uncertainty634
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estimates in Figure 10 indicate that the calibrated parameters are not necessarily unique635
optimal values, and that slightly different combinations of parameter values could result in636
similarly good results.637
5. Conclusions638
A zero-order (tau-omega) microwave RTM is added to the GEOS-5 CLSM for a global639
simulation of multi-angular Tb at the scale of SMOS observations and under non-frozen640
conditions. When contrasting Tb simulations with literature-based RTM parameters against641
SMOS observations, large climatological biases up to∼50 K are found. The tested microwave642
RTM parameter sets are: (Lit1) proposed for SMAP L2/3 soil moisture products; (Lit2) used643
in earlier L-MEB research; and (Lit3) same as Lit2, but with Nrp = 0 and the roughness644
h = 1.66 as in the ECMWF monitoring for SMOS.645
To obtain climatologically unbiased Tb simulations for a radiance-based soil moisture646
data assimilation system, the RTM parameters are calibrated at each individual location,647
using the one year (1 July 2011 - 1 July 2012) of observed multi-angular SMOS Tb. During648
the calibration, we minimize the difference in the climatological mean values and standard649
deviations between simulations and SMOS observations at different incidence angles and650
both polarizations. The constraint on the temporal variability indirectly assures a realistic651
sensitivity of Tb to soil moisture conditions. An additional parameter penalty term in the652
objective function regularizes the calibration problem. After calibration, the climatological653
biases are largely removed (e.g., the global average absolute bias is 2.7 K for TbH(42.5
o))654
for all incidence angles. The latter is expected to also hold true on average for the non-655
sampled incidence angles, because the near-linear shape of the angular signature observed in656
the SMOS data has inherently been imposed onto the simulations after calibration. Residual657
biases remain, because of seasonal, diurnal or persistent model and observation errors, such658
as, for example, inaccurately simulated soil moisture or unfiltered RFI.659
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A number of different calibration scenarios are explored, with different parameters se-660
lected for calibration and different prior constraints (Lit1, Lit2, and Lit3). Simulations with661
the prior parameters reveal underestimated roughness h in Lit1 and overestimated roughness662
for Lit3. When only h is calibrated, the biases are strongly reduced, but suboptimal param-663
eter estimates are found, because of compensation for the uncalibrated vegetation opacity τ664
and scattering albedo ω. Inclusion of these latter parameters in the calibration yields more665
optimal parameter sets that result in the lowest global average Tb biases. However, the666
parameter convergence is slightly reduced when more parameters are calibrated.667
The spatial patterns of the locally calibrated RTM parameters are more realistic than668
the values corresponding to typical lookup tables, and the resulting spatial variability in the669
parameters facilitates lower local biases. When the RTM is used with calibrated parameters670
that are averaged by vegetation classes, the global Tb biases remain small, but local Tb671
biases increase (e.g., the global average absolute bias is 7.1 K for TbH(42.5
o)).672
It is important to note that the calibrated parameters depend on the specific land sur-673
face conditions simulated by the GEOS-5 system. These effective parameters deviate from674
parameters that have been determined in field experiments or from parameter calibration at675
small scales, probably because of unresolved heterogeneity in the coarse scale simulations.676
Furthermore, calibration of RTM parameters may compensate for local climatological biases677
in simulated soil moisture, surface temperature and vegetation characteristics. A change in678
any of these factors would require a re-calibration of the system. Likewise, a change in any679
module of the RTM itself, such as for example for the dielectric constant, may require a680
re-calibration in order to keep the Tb simulations unbiased. Nevertheless, the calibration of681
the microwave RTM parameters is a necessary prerequisite for the successful application of682
the modeling system to the assimilation of L-band Tb from SMOS and SMAP.683
The calibrated RTM for GEOS-5 is an essential part of the prototype assimilation system684
for the generation of the SMAP L4 SM product. As the SMOS-data record increases through685
time, the RTM parameters will be locally recalibrated to fill remaining gaps across the globe.686
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In future, the calibration will be conducted at the finer 9 km model resolution to facilitate687
the 9 km SMAP L4 SM analysis product. In areas with insufficient SMOS-data to calibrate688
the RTM-parameters locally, vegetation class-averaged parameters will be used as an initial689
guess. The use of SMOS observations in this approach therefore facilitates the assimilation690
of SMAP observations as soon as they become available.691
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APPENDIX692
1. Soil Moisture Evaluation693
This section provides a brief comparison of CLSM and SMOS soil moisture estimates694
and a validation against in situ observations. Figure 11 shows the mean difference (MD),695
unbiased RMSD (ubRMSD; that is, the RMSD after removing the mean difference) and696
correlation coefficient (R) between SMOS and CLSM soil moisture estimates averaged by697
vegetation class. The global average mean difference is 0.07 m3.m−3, with the model being698
wetter than SMOS. This bias comes from both the model and SMOS retrievals: the latter699
may be slightly dry as suggested by initial validation studies (Al Bitar et al. 2012; Collow700
et al. 2012; Lacava et al. 2012), and the model is likely too wet. The ubRMSD is also701
∼0.07 m3.m−3 across the globe. Note that these statistics only include observed pixels that702
passed quality control: e.g., only half of the forested area on the globe is included. Higher703
correlations are found in low vegetation areas. The correlation is high across the US and704
negative in the high northern latitudes (not shown). Low correlations between retrievals705
and simulations are also found in forested areas and in the African desert, where errors in706
the retrievals are generally larger (de Jeu et al. 2008). The low correlations between SMOS707
and GEOS-5 may also be due to a lower quality of model precipitation forcings over some708
of these areas.709
Further analysis of the CLSM estimates and SMOS retrievals against ground measure-710
ments from 4 USDA Agricultural Research Service watersheds (Jackson et al. 2010) for the711
year 2010 is summarized in Table 4. These 4 ‘CalVal’ watersheds include Reynolds Creek,712
(Idaho), Walnut Gulch (Arizona), Little Washita, (Oklahoma), and Little River (Georgia).713
The sensor networks in these areas measure surface soil moisture at the spatially distributed714
watershed scale of model and satellite estimates and have been verified in extensive field715
campaigns, thereby limiting the usual scale discrepancies and other shortcomings of com-716
parisons between model estimates or satellite retrievals versus measurements from in situ717
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sensor networks (Jackson et al. 2010; Liu et al. 2011). The SMOS observations correlate well718
(R> 0.7) with in situ observations at Walnut Gulch and Little Washita. Slightly lower cor-719
relations are found for Reynolds Creek and Little River (R=0.61±0.09 and 0.50±0.09). The720
performance for CLSM in terms of correlation is best at Walnut Gulch (R=0.87±0.03) and721
comparable to that of SMOS for the remaining three watersheds. The bias in the SMOS ob-722
servations is always smaller than in the CLSM simulations. In general, CLSM overestimates723
soil moisture by 0.05 m3.m−3 or more for various reasons: for example, at Walnut Gulch the724
CLSM estimates do not account for surface rocks and therefore appear much wetter than725
the in situ measurements which have been corrected for rocks (Cosh et al. 2008).726
2. RTM Parameterization727
Table 1 summarizes the Lit1, Lit2, and Lit3 values of the microwave RTM parameters.728
The parameters that determine the soil contribution to Tb are h and Nrp. The values for the729
microwave soil roughness h differ greatly across the three sets of literature values. The lower730
h values of Lit1 reflect an interpretation of roughness as actual surface height variations731
(commonly known as geometric roughness). In contrast, the higher h values of Lit3 reflect732
an ‘effective’ roughness which accounts for spatial soil moisture heterogeneity and volume733
scattering (Mo and Schmugge 1987; Wigneron et al. 2001; Merlin et al. 2009). The Lit3 value734
is calculated as h = (2kσ)2 = 1.66 (Choudhury et al. 1979), where σ [cm] is the standard735
deviation of the surface roughness equal to 2.2 cm (Sabater et al. 2011) and k = 2pi/λ [cm−1]736
is the wavenumber, with λ the wavelength [cm]. The h values for Lit2 are mainly based on737
Wigneron et al. (2007) and range between Lit1 and Lit3.738
A multitude of physically-based and semi-empirical schemes suggest that h depends on739
soil moisture, incidence angle, and the model choice for the soil dielectric constant (Wigneron740
et al. 2001; de Jeu et al. 2009; Panciera et al. 2009b; Sabater et al. 2011; Escorihuela et al.741
2010). For the parameter calibration, we include the reported dependence of h on soil742
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moisture (SM [m3.m−3]) through a stepwise linear expression (adapted from the proposed743
SMOS soil moisture retrieval algorithm (CESBIO et al. 2011; Kerr et al. 2012)):744
h =


hmax if SM <= wt
hmax +
hmin−hmax
poros−wt
(SM − wt) if wt < SM <= poros
(A1)
where poros [m3.m−3] and wt [m3.m−3] are the porosity and transition soil moisture, respec-745
tively. The latter is modeled as wt = 0.48.wp+0.165 (Wang and Schmugge (1980)) where wp746
[m3.m−3] is the wilting point. hmin is the value of h for soil moisture at saturation, whereas747
hmax is the value of h for soil moisture at or below the transition soil moisture. In Lit1, Lit2,748
and Lit3, h does not depend on soil moisture, that is, h = hmin = hmax. The exponent Nrp749
is uniformly set to 0 for both Lit1 and Lit3 (Mo and Schmugge 1987; Wigneron et al. 2001).750
However, polarization-dependent values have been suggested in more recent studies (Escori-751
huela et al. 2007; Wigneron et al. 2007; Grant et al. 2007; Panciera et al. 2009a; Sabater752
et al. 2011) and are included in the Lit2 parameter set. Note that the operational SMOS753
retrieval algorithm currently does not use Eq. A1, but instead it uses h = 0.3 uniformly.754
As shown in Eq. 5, we use LAI and LEWT to characterize the vegetation opacity. The755
LEWT values for Lit1 shown in Table 1 are based on Yilmaz et al. (2008) and references756
therein for different vegetation types. Note that the SMAP Level 2 passive soil moisture757
products use the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) to parameterize τ rather758
than the LAI, so LEWT values for Lit1 were not taken from O’Neill et al. (2012). A759
typical value for vegetation types other than forests is LEWT = 0.5 kg.m−2 (Wigneron760
et al. 2002; Drusch et al. 2009), which is used in Lit2 and Lit3. For forests we formally761
set LEWT = 1 kg.m−2. The vegetation structure parameter bp depends not only on the762
vegetation type and stage but also on the polarization, wavelength (Jackson and Schmugge763
1991), and incidence angle (van de Griend and Wigneron 2004). In Table 1, we assign time-764
and angle-independent bp values for L-band based on Jackson and O’Neill (1990), Jackson765
and Schmugge (1991), and Crow et al. (2005) for Lit1. For Lit2 and Lit3, b values are based766
on Pellarin et al. (2003) and de Rosnay et al. (2009). For the calibration, bp depends on the767
31
polarization.768
The last vegetation-dependent parameter, the scattering albedo ωp, typically ranges be-769
tween 0.05 and 0.12, but Jackson and O’Neill (1990) and Jackson and Schmugge (1991) use770
ωp = 0.0 whereas van de Griend et al. (1996) also found higher values for L-band. Here771
we assign a polarization- and angle-independent ω. In Lit1, ω depends on vegetation type772
(Crow et al. 2005), whereas a uniform ω = 0.05 is used in Lit2 and Lit3 (Drusch et al. 2009;773
de Rosnay et al. 2009) (Table 1).774
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Table 1. Literature-based microwave RTM parameters. (NrH = NrV = 0 for Lit1 and Lit3)
h = hmin = hmax NrH NrV ω LEWT bH = bV
IGBP land cover class Lit1 Lit2 Lit3 Lit2 Lit2 Lit1 Lit2,Lit3 Lit1 Lit2,Lit3 Lit1 Lit2,Lit3
1 ENF Evergreen Needleleaf Forest 0.16 1.2 1.66 1 0 0.12 0.05 0.3 1 0.1 0.33
2 EBF Evergreen Broadleaf Forest 0.16 1.3 1.66 1.75 0 0.12 0.05 0.3 1 0.1 0.33
3 DNF Deciduous Needleleaf Forest 0.16 1.2 1.66 1 0 0.12 0.05 0.2 1 0.12 0.33
4 DBF Deciduous Broadleaf Forest 0.16 1 1.66 1 2 0.12 0.05 0.2 1 0.12 0.33
5 MXF Mixed Forest 0.16 1.3 1.66 1 1 0.08 0.05 0.2 1 0.12 0.33
6 CSH Closed Shrublands 0.11 0.7 1.66 1 0 0.05 0.05 0.2 0.5 0.11 0.3
7 OSH Open Shrublands 0.11 0.7 1.66 1 0 0.05 0.05 0.2 0.5 0.11 0.3
8 WSV Woody Savannas 0.125 0.7 1.66 1 0 0.12 0.05 0.15 0.5 0.11 0.3
9 SAV Savannas 0.156 0.5 1.66 1 0 0.08 0.05 0.15 0.5 0.11 0.2
10 GRS Grasslands 0.156 0.1 1.66 1 0 0.05 0.05 0.15 0.5 0.1 0.2
12 CRP Croplands 0.108 0.5 1.66 0 -1 0.05 0.05 0.15 0.5 0.11 0.15
14 CRN Cropland and Natural Vegetation 0.13 0.7 1.66 0 -1 0.065 0.05 0.15 0.5 0.11 0.15
16 BAR Barren or Sparsely Vegetated 0.15 0.1 1.66 0 -1 0 0.05 0 0 0 0
44
Table 2. RTM parameters selected for different calibration scenarios, with indication of
the allowed parameter range.
Scenario
Parameter [min, max] A B C D
hmin [0, 2.0] X X X X
∆h ≡ hmax − hmin [0, 1.0] X X X X
ω [0, 0.3] X X
bH [0, 0.7] X X
∆b ≡ bV − bH [-0.15, 0.15] X X
45
Table 3. Average and spatial standard deviation of calibrated (CalD2) RTM parameters
for each IGBP vegetation class.
Class-average Standard deviation
IGBP hmin hmax ω bH bV hmin hmax ω bH bV
1 ENF 0.81 1.12 0.12 0.19 0.14 0.39 0.39 0.04 0.06 0.06
2 EBF 1.13 1.48 0.09 0.20 0.18 0.46 0.49 0.02 0.09 0.10
3 ENF 0.74 1.00 0.11 0.24 0.16 0.39 0.40 0.02 0.05 0.05
4 DBF 0.87 1.14 0.11 0.22 0.19 0.55 0.62 0.04 0.09 0.10
5 MXF 0.93 1.26 0.11 0.16 0.10 0.38 0.39 0.03 0.06 0.06
6 CSH 0.66 0.93 0.16 0.41 0.38 0.45 0.45 0.10 0.16 0.17
7 OSH 0.68 0.92 0.13 0.38 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.08 0.18 0.19
8 WSV 0.63 0.95 0.15 0.39 0.35 0.53 0.59 0.07 0.12 0.15
9 SAV 0.47 0.89 0.14 0.34 0.31 0.42 0.49 0.09 0.12 0.15
10 GRS 0.35 0.65 0.08 0.32 0.31 0.34 0.42 0.09 0.19 0.21
12 CRP 0.19 0.49 0.12 0.23 0.24 0.25 0.38 0.09 0.13 0.13
14 CRN 0.48 0.94 0.17 0.21 0.21 0.40 0.46 0.07 0.12 0.10
16 BAR 0.20 0.35 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.18 0.15 0.05 0.09 0.10
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Table 4. Correlation (R [-]; with 95% confidence interval), bias [m3.m−3] (SMOS or model
minus CalVal), and unbiased root-mean-square-error (ubRMSE [m3.m−3]) for SMOS re-
trieved and model simulated soil moisture vs. CalVal watershed-averaged observations for
the year 2010.
R bias ubRMSE
Reynolds Creek SMOS 0.61±0.09 -0.018 0.048
Model 0.68±0.08 0.073 0.040
Walnut Gulch SMOS 0.72±0.06 0.013 0.043
Model 0.87±0.03 0.058 0.016
Little Washita SMOS 0.75±0.05 0.013 0.047
Model 0.80±0.04 0.026 0.033
Little River SMOS 0.50±0.09 0.080 0.061
Model 0.51±0.09 0.098 0.045
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Fig. 1. Global annual mean values of ascending multi-angular Tb from SMOS and sim-
ulations using different RTM parameter sets for (a) H- and (b) V-polarization during the
validation period (1 July 2010 - 1 July 2011). Symbols are slightly offset from the nominal
incidence angle for clarity.
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Fig. 2. Time series (a) mean and (b) standard deviation of SMOS TbH(42.5
o) during the
validation period (1 July 2010 - 1 July 2011), including both ascending and descending orbits.
Remaining subplots show the difference of the (left) mean and (right) standard deviation
statistics between model simulations and SMOS observations for (c,d) Lit1, (e,f) Lit2, (g,h)
Lit3, and (i,j) CalD2. Within each subplot titles indicate the global (avg) average and (std)
standard deviation across each map. For subplots (c)-(j), the average absolute difference
(avg(|.|)) across the map is also indicated.
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Fig. 3. Hovmo¨ller plots of calibrated (CalD2) minus SMOS Tb [K] for 1 January 2010 - 1
October 2012, averaged over 6 incidence angles (32.5o, 37.5o, 42.5o, 47.5o, 52.5o, 57.5o): (a)
ascending H-polarization, (b) ascending V-polarization, (c) descending H-polarization, (d)
descending V-polarization.
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Fig. 4. Sensitivity of ascending TbH(42.5
o) to soil moisture [K/(0.01 m3.m−3)]; (first sets
of bars: Lit) before calibration and (remaining sets of bars: CalA, CalB, CalC, and CalD)
after calibration, with prior parameter constraints from Lit1, Lit2, and Lit3. The statistics
are averaged over non-forested and non-desert areas only (IGBP-classes: CSH, OSH, WSV,
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Fig. 5. Globally averaged (a) time-mean < h >, (b) time-mean < τ >, and (c) time-
invariant ω, (first sets of bars: Lit) before calibration and (remaining sets of bars: CalA,
CalB, CalC, and CalD) after calibration, with prior parameter constraints from Lit1, Lit2,
and Lit3. Time mean values are for the calibration period (1 July 2011 - 1 July 2012).
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Fig. 6. Spatial correlation between pairs of prior and/or calibrated global parameter fields
for (a) time-mean < h >, (b) time-mean < τ >, and (c) time-invariant ω. Trivially perfect
correlations (identical prior values) or scenarios where the particular parameter is not cali-
brated are left blank. Time mean values are for the calibration period (1 July 2011 - 1 July
2012).
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Fig. 7. (a) Time-mean < h >, (b) time-mean < τ >, and (c) time-invariant ω, (Lit1, Lit2
and Lit3) before calibration, and (CalD2) after calibration, spatially averaged by vegetation
class. Thin gray lines indicate the spatial standard deviation within each vegetation class.
Time mean values are for the calibration period (1 July 2011 - 1 July 2012).
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Fig. 8. Time series of (dots) SMOS-retrieved and (lines) Cal2D vegetation opacity τ , for
(black) the Walnut Gulch CalVal watershed in Arizona and (gray) the Little River CalVal
watershed in Georgia, US.
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Fig. 9. Globally averaged objective function (a) J and (b)-(d) its components (Eq. 6), (first
sets of bars: Lit) before calibration and (remaining sets of bars: CalA, CalB, CalC, and
CalD) after calibration, with prior parameter constraints from Lit1, Lit2, and Lit3. Note
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Fig. 10. Measures of convergence for (a) hmin, (b) bH and (c) ω, calibrated with CalD2. The
dashed line shows the prior assumed parameter uncertainty. The posterior parameter uncer-
tainty is shown in (bars) averages ± (gray line) 1 spatial standard deviation per vegetation
class. The ‘ensemble’ standard deviation (S[.]) is calculated across (black) the swarm at the
end of the PSO-iterations and (white) the 3 optimal values obtained from 3 repetitions.
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Fig. 11. Evaluation of GEOS-5 versus SMOS soil moisture: (MD) mean difference (model
minus SMOS), (ubRMSD) unbiased root-mean-square-difference and (R) correlation coef-
ficient for both ascending and descending orbits during 1 January 2010 - 1 October 2012.
Statistics are computed at each grid cell and then averaged by vegetation class.
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